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Residual Funds in Class Action Settlements: Using “Cy Pres”
Awards to Promote Access to Justice
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hen class actions are settled, the federal
courts play an important role in ensuring
that the distribution of settlement funds
is both fair and reasonable.1 In a typical case, class
members file claim forms to participate in the settlement; those claims are reviewed to determine that
they are proper; and the fund is disbursed accordingly. But what happens if funds are left over? For
example, what if there are not enough claims to
exhaust the fund? Or what if some claimants fail to
cash their checks? Or what if some claimants cannot
be located? What if, despite the best efforts to distribute the funds as determined by the settlement, there
is still money remaining but not enough to allow a
second distribution to all the claimants?

The “Cy Pres” Solution
In an increasing number of class action settlements, the parties ask the court to allow a “cy pres”
award from “residual funds”—that is, the amounts
that remain after claims have been paid and a class
action settlement is otherwise fully administered—
designating those dollars for an approved public
interest use.2 Often, those requests involve projects
that facilitate access to justice for people who are
otherwise underserved in the legal system.
Borrowed from the Norman French expression “cy
pres comme possible” (literally translated, “as close as
possible”), the term “cy pres” has a long history in the
law of testamentary trusts, and it is invoked when
the testator’s original intent cannot be carried out
exactly.3 In class actions, “cy pres” means “the next
best use” and is the equitable principle that allows
a court to make an award to a nonparty entity for
the benefit of the class members, in a manner that is
otherwise consistent with the objectives of the class
action settlement.4
Increasingly, litigants raise the issue of residual
funds early in the case—before a settlement has been
approved—by drafting the settlement agreement to
provide standards and procedures for handling funds
that remain after the class members’ claims have been
paid from the settlement fund.5 When the settlement
agreement includes a cy pres provision for handling
residual funds, the court may decide to address the cy
pres provision as part of the analysis of whether the
entire settlement is fair and reasonable.6 If the court
has concerns about the proposed cy pres provision,
the court can direct the parties to rework that provision before the settlement is approved.7 Sometimes,
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however, the court defers the question about residual
funds until after the claims period has expired so that
the court can consider a cy pres award once it knows
the precise dollar amount that could not be distributed to claimants.8

Cy Pres Success Stories
There have been many successful uses of cy pres
provisions in class action litigation, with residual
funds supporting important improvements to the justice system. Three instances are informative:
• In a case in the Southern District of New York,
residual funds amounting to approximately $44,000
remained following a $51 million settlement in a
class action suit claiming breach of fiduciary duty.
Those funds could not be distributed. In February
2009, the district court approved a cy pres award
to the City Bar Justice Center of New York, which
provides representation for clients in financial
need. According to Barbara Berger Opotowsky,
vice president of the City Bar Justice Center and
the executive director of the City Bar Association,
that award helped “to operate a civil legal hotline
and to staff the City Bar Justice Center’s pro bono
representation projects, which together help 20,000
low income households a year.”
• In the Northern District of Illinois, more than
$150,000 remained as residual funds from
settlements in two class action suits. Those funds
became a cy pres award that funded the initial
setup costs for a pro se Help Desk in the
courthouse in Chicago, providing unrepresented
litigants with assistance in the filing of briefs
and in referrals, allowing those cases to begin
more smoothly. Additional cy pres funds, awarded
thereafter, have allowed the Help Desk to continue
to provide this service. Bob Glaves, executive
director of the Chicago Bar Foundation, which has
helped coordinate the project, says that the cy pres
award was especially appropriate: “Organizations
with a mission of improving access to justice are
a great match for class action cy pres awards, as
one underlying premise for all class actions is to
make access to justice a reality for people who as
a practical matter otherwise would not be able to
obtain the protections of our court system.”
• In a 2008 multidistrict litigation class action in
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, the court
approved a cy pres award to the Philadelphia Bar

Foundation. The funds, totaling $126,000, went to
projects that provide indigent litigants with access
to justice. Those residual funds were left unclaimed
after a $200 million settlement in an antitrust case
had been fully administered.
Those cases follow a tradition of using cy pres
awards in settling class action suits.9 Typically, the parties work to fashion a closely approximated “next best
use” of funds that remain after a class action settlement
has been fully administered.10 Some courts have taken
a narrow view of the “closely related” portion of the
cy pres doctrine, rejecting cy pres proposals because
the mission of the recipient organization is not similar
enough to the purpose of the underlying class litigation.11 Those rejections have become less common; the
more recent trend is toward a relaxed approach to cy
pres uses of residual funds, as courts approve cy pres
awards upon a showing that the residual funds will
serve an important public purpose.12

State Statutes and Rules Governing Residual Funds
Some states have recognized the important work
that residual funds can support and have codified how judges are to deal with residual funds. At
least six states—California, Illinois, Massachusetts,
North Carolina, South Dakota, and Washington—have
amended their Codes of Civil Procedure in recent
years to require residual funds to be distributed, at
least in part, to legal aid projects.13 In the coming
years, more states are expected to pass laws and
adopt rules to direct residual funds to public interest
projects. Collectively, those state statutes and rules
will provide evidence of a public policy favoring cy
pres awards that serve the justice system. Litigants
in federal courts may be able to rely on those state
statutes and rules for support when recommending a
recipient of a cy pres award.
The American Law Institute’s Position on Residual
Funds
At its 2009 Annual Meeting, the American Law
Institute (ALI) adopted a paper, “Principles of the Law
of Aggregate Litigation,” which concerns, among other
topics, cy pres awards in class action settlements.14 ALI
concluded that courts may approve a settlement with
a cy pres component, even if the court would not
have had authority, in the first instance, to issue cy
pres relief in a contested case.15 ALI further concluded
that a court should approve a cy pres award only if
the court finds that (1) settlement funds “remain after
distributions (because some class members could not
be identified or chose not to participate)” and (2)
the remaining funds cannot be distributed to class
members.16 In those circumstances, a settlement may
award those residual funds to “a recipient involving
the same subject matter as the lawsuit that reasonably approximates the interests being pursued by the
class.”17 ALI emphasized that this provision, known

as § 3.07, was not meant to limit the parties’ ability to
negotiate a mechanism for disbursing residual funds,
subject, of course, to court approval.18
Section 3.07 has not been adopted widely for federal class actions under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23,19 perhaps
because courts are trending toward a more relaxed
view of the “closely related” requirement. Still, most
federal court settlements that involve residual funds
will have little difficulty satisfying § 3.07’s standards
for a cy pres award.

Practical Advice
When negotiating a common fund settlement, class
action practitioners should discuss a precise mechanism
for dealing with any residual funds that may remain at
the end of any claims administration period. A cy pres
award supporting a public interest legal services organization merits consideration during negotiations.
When considering how to handle a fixed sum that
remains after a common fund settlement has been
fully administered, counsel should consult the settlement agreement, research applicable local law, confer
with the other side, and make a formal recommendation to the court. As part of that recommendation,
counsel should be prepared to discuss the efforts that
have been made to distribute the funds to the claimants under the settlement. Counsel should also be
ready to support the proposed award recipient by discussing why the recipient is proper for the particular
case and by detailing how the recipient will use the
funds to serve an important public interest. If necessary, counsel should make a record to support a cy
pres recommendation.
A cy pres award can be an artful way to conclude
the settlement administration portion of a class action
suit. In an increasing number of cases, courts have
invoked the doctrine of cy pres when approving a
negotiated proposal for distributing the last portion of
settlement monies that cannot be otherwise distributed
to class members. Those residual funds can help support worthwhile public interest projects and can also
facilitate improvements in the justice system. TFL
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in encouraging his judicial colleagues to attend CLE
programs and other bench and bar events.
It is no accident that the increased interaction
between the court and the bar has paralleled the growth
of the FBA’s Delaware Chapter, which is currently the
largest FBA chapter in the Third Circuit and one of
the association’s fastest growing chapters nationwide.
Anne Shea Gaza, president of the Delaware Chapter,
credits Judge Farnan as being instrumental in helping
to grow the chapter. Gaza explains that “Judge Farnan
was the catalyst for increasing the dialogue between
the federal bench and bar. He inspired the Delaware
Chapter to begin hosting quarterly CLE programs
and membership luncheons. The court’s enthusiastic
involvement in these and other chapter programs
generated renewed interest in the FBA, which led our
membership to skyrocket. We have been fortunate to
work with Judge Farnan and are grateful for the mentorship and assistance he has provided to the Delaware
Chapter and to the FBA as a whole.”
According to Judge Farnan, that relationship has
been mutually beneficial. “Since the court and the bar
have been involved in growing their relationship,” he
says, “the growth of the FBA in Delaware has been
nothing short of spectacular. The work of the FBA, in
the truest sense, contributes in a major way to the fair
administration of justice in the civil and criminal systems. I intend to be actively and energetically involved
in the continued growth and relevance of the FBA as an
entity following my retirement from judicial service.”
One of the ways in which Judge Farnan intends to
continue working with the FBA is through his latest
brainchild: the Delaware Chapter’s new Federal Trial
Practice Seminar. Judge Farnan and his judicial colleagues elicited the FBA’s assistance to create a unique,
multiweek trial practice seminar designed for lawyers
who have less than 10 years of experience and desire
to practice in federal court. The seminar participants,
who were chosen through an application process,
benefit from a series of lectures and workshops culminating in a formal mock trial exercise. As with other
CLE programs sponsored by the FBA, Judge Farnan
recruited his judicial colleagues—in addition to experienced mentors chosen by the court—to participate in
each session. Christopher J. Burke, chair of the Federal

Trial Practice Seminar, explained that Judge Farnan’s
leadership in creating the seminar is an extension of his
“lifelong commitment to both education and the law.”
According to Burke, “Judge Farnan created the Federal
Trial Practice Seminar out of a desire to teach younger
lawyers how to be effective courtroom advocates. The
seminar is a unique opportunity for federal practitioners
in our district to learn trial practice skills from the judges of our district court and from experienced litigators.
Thanks to Judge Farnan, we expect that the seminar will
be a yearly event that will further the FBA’s mission—to
be a bridge between our Delaware federal courts and
the lawyers who practice before those courts.”
Judge Farnan’s legacy of public service has had
a profound impact on so many people: the students
he taught at Wilmington College, where he remains
a member of the university’s board of directors; the
individuals he represented as a public defender; the
prosecutors he supervised and taught to dispense justice with dignity and fairness; his judicial colleagues, to
whom he has been a trusted mentor and friend; and
the Delaware bar, which has benefited from his intellect
and excellence as a trial judge. “Judge Farnan is a larger-than-life individual, who has touched this court and
this community with a broad stroke,” reflected Judge
Robinson. Chief Judge Sleet, echoing the sentiments of
the entire court, as well as the Delaware legal community, remarked, “Judge Farnan not only has a great intellect but also an enormous amount of grace. We realize
that we are losing part of our institutional memory as a
court, but we will always have his friendship. And we
know that he is only a phone call away.”
Even in retirement, Judge Farnan will continue to
serve the public good. And for that, all of us who practice in the District of Delaware remain grateful. TFL
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